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Methodology
K&L Gates & CRA International commissioned mergermarket 
to survey 50 senior executives and private equity practitioners 
regarding intellectual property (IP) in North America. During 
the third quarter of 2008, mergermarket interviewed senior 

executives and private equity practitioners regarding their 
perspectives on the importance of IP in M&A transactions. 
All results are anonymous and are presented in aggregate.
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Intellectual Property Rights

Foreword

mergermarket is pleased to present the Spotlight on Intellectual
Property Rights sponsored by CRA International and K&L Gates.
As it stands, IP assets play a crucial role in the M&A process and
are important drivers of value for the transaction. The aim of this
survey is to examine the role of IP assets in M&A transactions, 
paying particular attention to how corporate executives and private
equity practitioners value IP assets, and also how they respond to
the unique challenges and opportunities presented by IP overall.

One can argue that the recent turmoil in the fi nancial markets
may be traced, in part, to the failure to perform adequate
due diligence and asset valuations. This should serve as a
cautionary tale for those looking at IP assets in the context of
M&A. Fundamental analysis in a knowledge economy is not
a convenience. Now more than ever, the M&A community
needs to pay attention to the basics for all assets, including
IP. Certainly, many of the survey respondents are aware of
the important role IP assets can play in realizing a successful
transaction outcome.

One of the headline fi ndings is that over half (52%) of
respondents believe that IP assets will become increasingly
important to overall M&A activity in the next fi ve years.
Furthermore, IP assets are already an important part of M&A
for a remarkable 72% of private equity respondents and 85% of
corporate respondents who agree that IP portfolios are equally if
not more important than other assets when evaluating a target.

If IP assets continue to grow in importance over the next fi ve
years as expected by respondents, M&A valuation methods will
likely need to grow along with them. The valuation of IP assets
undoubtedly weighs heavily on the ultimate terms of M&A
transactions, yet this survey reveals that respondents fi nd the
valuation process challenging for a variety of reasons.

The drawbacks of traditional valuation methods

Another interesting outcome from the survey is that
respondents believe IP value is not fully refl ected in traditional
valuation methods like cash fl ow projections. Respondents
rated exposure to patent litigation, freedom to operate and
strength in key markets highest (at least 4 out of 5) in terms
of importance, and yet all of these factors are overlooked or
not readily incorporated by traditional valuation models. The
failure of traditional valuation models to capture the unique
features of IP assets and risks contributed to the particularly
strong dissatisfaction of private equity respondents with current
valuation techniques.

Not enough time for corporates

52% of corporate respondents and 30% of private equity 
respondents believe that IP due diligence has a signifi cant 
impact on the ultimate terms of a transaction. But corporate 
respondents bemoan the lack of time they have to spend on IP. 
Indeed, 58% of corporate respondents cited insuffi cient time 
as a major obstacle to conducting comprehensive and careful 
due diligence, compared to 30% of private equity respondents. 
This, of course, presents a serious and even costly challenge, 
as more than half (52%) of respondents believe insuffi cient 
due diligence is often to blame when an acquirer fails to secure 
rights to a target’s IP assets. 

The challenge of cross-border deals

Doing deals overseas can also be challenging in its own right. 
Corporate and private equity respondents generally agree that 
the target’s regulatory environment is a signifi cant variable 
that will determine the strength of the IP asset down the road. 
Because the regulatory environment varies from country to 
country, 84% of respondents say they must consider whether 
the target’s regulatory environment will allow them to defend 
the acquired IP assets should any confl icts arise after the 
deal is done. For example, one survey respondent from the 
pharmaceutical industry noted the greater diffi culty in dealing 
with IP assets in China compared to North America. Indeed, 
respondents considered the Asia-Pacifi c region to be the riskiest 
environment for IP assets, while North America and Western 
Europe are considered the least risky, but only in relative terms. 

The outlook for Asia is largely positive however, as 77% of overall 
respondents believe the Asia-Pacifi c region will see signifi cant 
changes to its regulatory environment in upcoming years.

The expected transformation of the regulatory environment 
overseas, combined with the often cited explosion of IP issues 
in the information age, will likely drive the importance of IP 
assets to the M&A community. We hope you fi nd this survey 
useful and informative, and we welcome your feedback.
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Survey fi ndings
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• The majority (53%) of respondents believe IP assets are more
important to M&A transactions today than they were 10 years
ago, while only 11% of respondents believe the importance of 
IP assets has decreased over this time. This minority consists
almost entirely of private equity practitioners, while corporate 
respondents tend to agree that IP assets have become 
more important. One corporate respondent explains: “Many
companies are just beginning to recognize the value of their
IP assets.”

• More than half (52%) of respondents expect the importance of
IP assets to increase over the next fi ve years. Two corporate
respondents cite the increasingly “data centric world” and 
“greater access to information online” as key drivers.

• Private equity respondents, who in the previous question 
were more likely to believe IP assets have not become more
important over the past 10 years, are far more likely to believe 
this will change over the next fi ve years. 58% of private equity
respondents expect the importance of IP assets to increase over 
the next fi ve years, compared to 47% of corporate respondents.

How would you characterize the level of importance 

placed upon IP assets in M&A transactions today

versus 10 years ago?

Over the next 5 years, how would you characterize the level 

of importance placed upon IP assets in M&A transactions 

compared to today?

Importance of IP to transactions

Th e decrease in importance to private equity may be the result that 
private equity tends to have startup and early stage companies whose IP 
may be primarily applications. Because those applications may never 
issue as a patent, the value to the equity investors may be lower.

K&L Gates LLP

In the current uncertain economic climate, we expect to see less focus on 
over-leveraging deals and more emphasis on long-term performance. 
Every time there’s a wake up call on Wall Street, inevitably there’s a call 
to go back to fundamental analysis - that’s what IP valuation and due 
diligence is all about in today’s knowledge economy.

CRA International
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• The overwhelming majority of each respondent group views
IP portfolios as equally important or more important than
other assets when identifying a target, with 84% of corporate 
respondents and 72% of private equity respondents holding

this view.

• While respondents generally agree that IP portfolios are at least
as important as other assets, corporate respondents place a
noticeably stronger emphasis on their importance. 40% believe
IP portfolios are critical when identifying a target, compared to 
only 12% of private equity practitioners. Additionally, 16% of 
corporate respondents view IP portfolios as less important or not 
important when compared to other assets, while more than a
quarter (28%) of private equity respondents agree.

• Respondents from both groups tend to evaluate IP assets in the 
initial stages of an M&A transaction. 42% evaluate IP assets
while identifying potential targets and 44% evaluate IP assets 
during due diligence, but only 14% do not evaluate IP assets 
until negotiations begin. A corporate respondent explains:
“We evaluate IP assets as soon as possible, and prior to 
negotiations for sure. It is one of the critical pieces that we 
look at upfront and early.”

• Corporate and private equity respondents generally agree that
evaluating IP assets is a continuous process during an M&A 
transaction. One private equity respondent notes that there is 
“some evaluation at all stages,” while another agrees that it is 
a “twofold process that lasts from identifying targets through 
due diligence.” Similarly, according to a corporate respondent,
evaluation “intensifi es with initial contacts and negotiations.”

When identifying a target, how important is a company’s IP 

portfolio compared to other assets?

At what point do you typically evaluate a target’s IP assets

in an M&A transaction?

Th e perceived time challenge of performing IP due diligence can be 
overcome by using available resources and IP intelligence and valuation 
tools earlier in the transaction process, thus transforming a legal 
necessity into a value-added deal activity.

CRA International

An IP due diligence should not only include the standard 
enforceability and ownership investigations but also initial 
valuation investigations based in part on the enforceability 
fi ndings.

K&L Gates LLP
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Survey fi ndings
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• Respondents ranked patents highest in importance to M&A
transactions. Several respondents from both groups suggest
that patents can present challenges post-transaction, challenges
which should be factored into the deal value. Defending the 
patent in case it is infringed upon, for example, could prove to
be time consuming and costly. A corporate respondent explains: 

“People have become more aware about litigation and patents. 
It’s becoming more and more important.”

• Third party rights ranked second highest, and were also
mentioned specifi cally by several respondents from both groups.

• Trade secrets are generally considered more diffi cult to conduct 

due diligence on than other IP assets. This could refl ect the
diffi culty in identifying the specifi c economic benefi ts derived
from trade secrets, and also the fact that confi dential information 
such as trade secrets always runs the risk of being exposed.

• Corporate respondents were especially vocal regarding the

diffi culty of evaluating patents. Several corporate respondents
explained that in many cases, targets without patent portfolios
may still have untapped patentable assets that should not
be overlooked.

Which IP asset is most important in M&A transactions? On a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1 = not diffi cult), rate the diffi culty 

of performing the due diligence in an M&A transaction for 

the following classes of IP assets

Patent rights are important from two perspectives: company rights and 
third party rights. Th e merger partner needs to know that the company’s 
rights are protected and that no third party rights are infringed.

K&L Gates LLP

Th ird-party review of a target’s IP management systems and processes 
under a three-way confi dentiality agreement is an eff ective way 
to assess the degree to which a target protects its valuable trade 
secrets. Th is approach also reduces risk of subsequent trade secret 
misappropriation allegations against the buyer in the event a deal is 
not completed.

CRA International
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• Corporate and private equity respondents express somewhat 
different views on which factors are crucial to IP valuation. 52%
of private equity respondents believe understanding all products 
related to IP assets is crucial to IP valuation, compared to 24% of 
corporate respondents. 

• 32% of corporate respondents emphasized the importance of 
understanding proprietary information and all policies related to 
it, while no private equity respondents identifi ed this as a vital 
part of the valuation process.

During due diligence, which of the following is most 

important to the fi nal valuation of a target’s IP assets?
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Understanding all proprietary information, as well as policies on its use or protection

respondents to link the ultimate economic terms of M&A
transactions to IP due diligence. More than half (52%) of 
corporate respondents believe due diligence has a signifi cant
impact on the economic terms of a deal, but only 30% of private 
equity practitioners agree.

What impact do the results of IP due diligence have on the 

ultimate economic terms of M&A transactions?
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One of the biggest issues for IP has been the loss or theft  of trade 
secrets. It is surprising that so few respondents recognize that 
understanding proprietary information and policies to protect it is 
an indication of the strength of management – oft en a key factor in 
assessing a potential M&A target.

CRA International
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Survey fi ndings
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• Respondents from both groups expressed similar dissatisfaction

with current valuation models and the valuation process overall.
According to a private equity practitioner, valuation models 
simply cannot capture risk associated with IP: “There is no 100%

certainty when it comes to evaluating IP risks.” One corporate 
respondent explained: “You can do IP due diligence for years and

still not uncover everything. That’s the real challenge.”

• Corporate respondents are less optimistic about IP risk 
assessment than private equity respondents, as risk assessment 
is often a time consuming process that prevents corporate 
respondents from focusing completely on business strategy. 
58% of corporate respondents cited insuffi cient time, compared 
to 30% of private equity respondents; 46% of corporate 
respondents cited lack of resources, compared to 38% of private 

equity respondents.

• Private equity respondents were more likely to point out the 
shortcomings of valuation models. 46% of private equity 
respondents cited the failure of traditional business valuation 
models, compared to 38% of corporate respondents; 50% of 
private equity respondents cited the faulty link between legal
issues and valuation or deal structuring models, compared to 
38% of corporate respondents.

What are the most common challenges when conducting 

due diligence of IP assets?

It is important to have the valuation consultants act in conjunction 
with the IP attorneys to determine the value of the asset. A strict 
comparables analysis has little value without a determination of IP 
strength and third party rights.

K&L Gates LLP

While you can never identify all IP risks, a structured IP due diligence 
process and explicit IP valuation can help uncover the most important 
issues aff ecting deal pricing and structuring.

CRA International
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• Respondents are most inclined to agree that the M&A
community considers protection and risks associated with 
IP assets when evaluating targets, but there is a noteworthy 
difference between the two respondent groups’ perspectives
on this topic. Private equity practitioners are more apt to agree
that IP protection and risks have grown more important over
the past fi ve years, whereas corporate respondents are least 
likely to agree with this statement.

• Each respondent group is least inclined to agree that traditional
valuation methods can properly value IP assets.

• 80% of respondents agree that the most common consequence
of insuffi cient due diligence is failure to identify IP risks. This 
overwhelming majority, however, is composed largely of private 
equity respondents. Additionally, private equity respondents are
far more likely to identify failure to secure rights to a target’s IP
assets and overvaluation of IP assets as common consequences
of insuffi cient due diligence.

• Meanwhile, for corporate respondents, insuffi cient due diligence
typically results in unidentifi ed IP opportunities, poor integration 
post-deal and undervalued IP assets. One corporate respondent
explains that thorough due diligence is important not only for 
valuing IP assets properly, but for avoiding potential legal road 
blocks in the future.

What are the most common consequences of insuffi cient 

due diligence of IP assets?
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Rate your level of agreement with the following statements 

(where 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree)

M&A principals frequently devalue IP due diligence due to cost. As a 
result, the IP due diligence occurs toward the end of the deal to keep the 
due diligence in check. Th is is unfortunate because a discussion with the IP 
attorneys can easily set the ground rules as to how due diligence is to be done 
and what is the estimate of the costs. By staging the due diligence (ownership 
checked fi rst, followed by product coverage and potential infringements, and 
then validity and scope of the IP) the due diligence can be stopped at the point 
that a deal breaking discovery occurs. Again, to do this the IP practitioners 
must be brought in early enough to serially perform the due diligence. 

K&L Gates LLP

Th is is the most dramatic result of this survey. Not identifying 
potential infringement risks or freedom to operate risks can 
dramatically aff ect the value of the deal.

CRA International

Unless freedom-to-operate analyses are performed as part of the 
due diligence process, you really do not know about the risk until a 
problem arises.

K&L Gates LLP
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• When valuing a target’s IP assets, potential infringement issues
take top priority: freedom to operate and exposure to patent 
litigation are two of the most important factors contributing
to the value of an IP asset.  Also considered important are the 
post-deal conditions: whether original employees and inventors
will be retained after the deal, as well as the lifespan of expiring 
patents after the deal is closed.

• Several respondents acknowledged that the importance of 
IP assets to an M&A transaction is often determined by the
target’s sector. Several respondents from both groups point 
out that IP assets are particularly relevant to the information
based IT sector. Meanwhile, a corporate respondent from the
pharmaceutical industry explains that even within his sector the
importance of IP can vary: “IP has always been at the forefront
of branded pharmaceuticals, but it is less important for generic 
pharmaceuticals.”

• In addition to IP considerations, employment considerations 
must also be addressed, including assignments, employment
agreements and state employment laws as they apply to IP.

When valuing a target company’s IP in an M&A transaction, 

how important do you consider the following? (where 1 =  

not important and 5 = very important)

Survey fi ndings
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• The highest percentage of private equity respondents (44%) say

they only value IP assets explicitly up to a quarter of the time.
Corporate respondents, on the other hand, are far more likely 

to value IP assets explicitly during every M&A transaction. The 
highest percentage of corporate respondents (32%) always 
perform explicit IP valuations, compared to 12% of private equity 
respondents.

• Only 8% of corporate respondents and 12% of private equity
respondents say they never explicitly value IP assets. These low 
percentages are not surprising given that respondents from each 
group believe IP assets can signifi cantly alter the ultimate value 
of the M&A transaction.

What percentage of the time do you perform explicit IP 

valuations during the M&A transaction process? (where 1 =  

never and 5 = always)
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Valuations

While IP can be separable and securitizable, the primary source of IP 
value is in support of operations, not stripped from it. It is important 
for fi rms to keep an eye on the ball and see how IP can be used to 
support an overall business strategy. Th e M&A community seems to 
understand this.

CRA International
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• 32% of respondents believe linking revenue streams to specifi c 
IP assets is the most important step of the IP valuation process. 
22% of respondents believe identifying and accounting for 
IP risks is the most important part of the valuation process.
Interestingly, an overwhelming 80% of respondents believe 
failure to identify risks is the most common consequence of 
insuffi cient due diligence (see page 8).

• Discounted cash fl ow is the most common method used by 
respondents to value IP assets. According to one private equity
practitioner, however, the technique depends entirely on the
type of company, which is also what determines whether IP 
assets are valued explicitly in the fi rst place.

• One private equity respondent explained that “underdeveloped
valuation models” can make the valuation process extremely 
challenging as IP assets themselves are often too diffi cult 
to value.

When you explicitly value IP assets for an M&A transaction, 

how often do you use the following valuation techniques?
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Thus the valuation experts and the IP experts must work 
together to assure that both groups note all the risks facing 
the company and the effect that those risks will have on the 
valuation.

K&L Gates LLP
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• While the Asia-Pacifi c region ranked highest in terms of risk, 
it also is considered the region most likely to see signifi cant
regulatory reform. 77% of overall respondents believe regulatory
standards in the region will change in the coming years, while 
only 15% believe the same of Central and Eastern Europe.

In which region do you expect to see the most development 

in IP regulatory standards?

Survey fi ndings
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• North America and Western Europe are considered the least 
risky regions for IP assets, while the Asia-Pacifi c region ranked 
highest in terms of risk. One corporate respondent pointed out
that doing deals in China within the pharmaceutical industry 
tends to require more attention to IP-related issues than in other
deals. On the whole, corporate and private equity respondents
agree that the target’s regulatory environment will determine the 
strength of the IP asset down the road as it will determine how
easy the asset will be to defend.

On a scale of 1 to 5, how risky are the regulatory 

environments (protection and/or enforcement) for

IP assets in the following regions? (where 1 = safe

and 5 =  risky)
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International aspects

It is therefore important to select a law fi rm that is capable of 
considering issues in many jurisdictions seamlessly and pass 
information among the lawyers of the fi rm effi ciently.

K&L Gates LLPComponents of the assessment of risk are two fold. First is the 
familiarity of the region’s laws and cultural IP attitudes. The 
second is the region’s actual legal maturity with respect to IP. 

K&L Gates LLP
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• 34% of respondents say they are most likely to face 
counterfeiting problems when doing IP-related cross-border 
deals. Tax-related issues (22%) and local regulation (20%) are
are also frequently encountered. 

• Prior to doing an overseas deal, an equal 84% of respondents 
consider the risk of whether an IP asset will be protected in
the target’s country, and whether legal authorities will actually 
enforce its protection. According to one respondent, “protecting
an IP asset with a lawsuit can be too costly to be practical.” 

Do you consider any of the following risks before doing

IP-related deals overseas?

In cross-border M&A transactions, which issue will you likely 

encounter most?
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Explicit IP valuation models can incorporate country/region specifi c IP 
risks and opportunities and may provide a useful foundation for post-
deal fi nancial reporting and global tax planning.

CRA International
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Patent Due Diligence for Investment in a 
Technology-Based Company

Intellectual property rights, especially patents, frequently form the
foundation of a technology-based company. For example, patent
rights can provide a means for entry into a marketplace by creating
a barrier to competitors. As a result, a potential investor should 
conduct a thorough analysis of the intellectual property rights owned
and utilized by the company, with particular emphasis on patent
rights, as part of the investor’s pre-investment due diligence. Such 
due diligence will enable the investor to assess the value of the 
business and the associated risks, and will increase the likelihood of 
a successful investment.

Basic Patent Portfolio Review

The level of evaluation of a patent portfolio during due diligence 
usually depends on the amount of the investment and the perceived
importance of particular patents. At a minimum, the expiration dates
and renewal fee records of patents issued in the United States and 
key foreign jurisdictions should be checked to determine whether 
the patents have expired or are unenforceable. Pending patent
applications should be reviewed to ensure they are in good standing. 
Also, the patents and pending applications should be reviewed to
determine the extent to which the patent claims preclude others
from competing in the sale of the company’s key commercial
products. To this end, claims in the patents and patent applications
should describe the company’s relevant technology in a way that
refl ects the commercial applications used or intended to be used
by the company. In other words, the company’s patent portfolio 
strategy should be designed to protect the proposed business of the 
company, and not merely to protect the technology. 

Ownership Issues

Another critical consideration is ownership of the company’s
intellectual property rights. Many factors can adversely affect the 
company’s title to patent rights, eroding their value and ultimately 
the value of the business. The investor should make sure that each
employee has properly assigned to the company the employee’s 
rights to any invention developed using company time and resources. 
An unbroken, written chain of title from the inventor(s) to the
company should be independently verifi ed for each patent property,
and the assignment documents should be recorded with the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Offi ce. Any security interests assigned or 
granted against the patent properties also should be examined.

The ownership of patent rights also can be affected if the invention
was developed using funding from a federal agency (e.g., the 
National Institutes of Health). Under the patent laws, certain
statutory provisions must be satisfi ed for the patent owner to
perfect title. For example, the patent must indicate that the 
invention was made with federal government support. Analogous
procedures may need to be followed in the case of inventions that 
were created at a university or other institution. 

Additional Patent Portfolio Analysis

For larger investments or in situations where patents are considered
crucial, the company’s patent portfolio can be subjected to an
invalidity analysis to test further the strength of the patents. The
company can be queried as to its knowledge of state-of-the-art
third-party patents and publications (i.e., “prior art”), which also may
affect the ability of the company to secure patent protection for 
its own ideas. If warranted by the circumstances, an independent
search of the prior art can be conducted for the investor. 

Although a company’s patents may cover its commercial products,
another party may have a patent that is “dominating” in the
marketplace and is potentially infringed by the company’s products.
This could result in unwanted, expensive patent infringement 
litigation and a possible prohibition on sales of the company’s 
products. To prevent such post-investment surprises, a freedom-to-
operate or patent clearance study can be conducted. Such an analysis
surveys the patent landscape of the technological fi eld to locate 
relevant patents in order to assess whether the manufacture or sale 
of the company’s products might be subject to the rights of others.

Third-Party Agreements and Licenses

In addition to the patent properties owned by the company, any 
technology agreements and patent licenses to or from the company
should be reviewed. Key license terms should be analyzed to ensure
that the company retains appropriate rights, when the company is 
the licensor, or receives appropriate rights, when the company is 
the licensee. In certain situations, the investor may want to verify
independently the licensor’s ownership of patent rights that are 
licensed to the company. Further, if the company is collaborating
with another institution (e.g., pursuant to a joint development 
agreement), careful analysis of the rights granted and retained under
such an agreement is essential. 

Intellectual Property Rights
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The transferability of licenses granted to the company also should
be assessed. Under federal law, a patent license is not assignable
unless the licensor has expressly granted permission. An investor’s 
exit strategy often involves a merger or sale of the company, which 
may require the transfer of key licenses and, consequently, the 
consent of the licensors if the licenses are not expressly assignable. 
Whether the company can sublicense its rights under a license also
may need to be addressed. For example, if the company does not
intend to manufacture its products, a sublicense to a third-party 
manufacturer may be necessary. 

Patent Infringement Claims and Other Disputes

The company should be queried as to any actual or threatened
patent infringement, intellectual property misappropriation, and 
ownership disputes. Cease and desist letters, offers for licenses, 
and other similar correspondence to or from third parties should be 
reviewed and assessed. Intellectual property litigation is a costly 
proposition both in terms of fi nancial and human resources. 

Trade Secrets

Companies sometimes rely on internally developed “secret”
ingredients, recipes, or processes.  Examples include a 
manufacturing process that is diffi cult to identify by examining the 
fi nal product or a research tool such as a drug candidate screening
method which can lead to the discovery of new products. Because 
patents directed to methods of manufacturing and conducting
research often are diffi cult to enforce, a company may decide to 
protect the technology as a trade secret. Patent protection typically
is the more prudent way to proceed, as it prevents a company
from being blocked from practicing its own technology if a third 
party independently develops and patents the same idea. However, 
protection as a trade secret potentially permits the company to 
practice the technology in perpetuity without the limitation of a
patent term. 

If a company does maintain trade secrets, the company should 
have a formal policy in place to ensure that the trade secrets
remain secret and are protected under the law. An adequate policy 
should (1) include appropriate confi dentiality agreements with 
key personnel, (2) limit disclosure of important information and
documents, and (3) maintain physical security of the company’s 
facilities, including its computers. 

Conclusion

If properly conducted, a due diligence review of an intellectual 
property portfolio can enable an investor to assess more 
accurately the inherent risks associated with an investment in a
company and increase the likelihood of a successful, fi nancially 
rewarding outcome.

Michael H. Brodowski, Ph.D. is an intellectual property partner
at K&L Gates. He can be reached at:

Michael H. Brodowski, Ph.D.

+1.617.261.3113
michael.brodowski@klgates.com
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Strategic Intellectual Property Due Diligence: 
Early IP Intelligence and Tailored IP Valuation Models to Enhance 
the ROI of Traditional Due Diligence

Components of Value in IP-Rich M&A

A target company’s IP can create value for a buyer in many ways. IP
assets can create value by enhancing and protecting revenue and 
earnings streams (e.g., patent-protected products, manufacturing
trade secrets, existing patent/technology/brand licenses to third 
parties, share in JV partnerships, etc.). Other IP assets can provide 
important option value for future revenue and earnings (e.g., R&D
and other early-stage IP for future lines of business, and licensing,
sale, or enforcement opportunities). Unfortunately, traditional M&A
valuation and due diligence processes often fail to explicitly address
these components of IP value and associated risks.

Traditional versus Strategic IP Due Diligence

Traditionally, IP due diligence is viewed as a legal exercise to 
identify and verify rights to the target company’s IP assets. In
most cases, IP due diligence is performed under very tight time 
constraints after the terms of an acquisition have been agreed to
by the parties. In this environment, the IP legal team’s mission
is often relegated to answering a simple question, “is there any
reason not to do this deal?”

Rather than waiting until a deal is on the table to begin IP due 
diligence, buyers seeking to acquire a strategic IP position through
an M&A transaction can benefi t from starting IP due diligence 
activities earlier in the M&A process, particularly IP intelligence and
IP valuation activities - a process called “strategic” IP due diligence 
(see Buy-side M&A Process Timeline below).

Like traditional IP due diligence, strategic IP due diligence requires 
the input of legal/IP counsel. In addition, however, strategic IP due
diligence teams are multidisciplinary, and also include professionals 
from business development, IP management, licensing,
technology/R&D, fi nance, patent analytics, and IP valuation. 

IP Intelligence: A Wealth of Knowledge Often 

Overlooked by the Business Development Team

The strategic IP due diligence process starts with a thorough 
understanding of the buyer’s current technology position and
strategic priorities. With a clear understanding of the buyer’s
technology “gaps” and strategic goals, an experienced analyst can
apply the latest patent analytics and business intelligence tools to
synthesize the rich set of public patent and business data to arm the
business development team with useful information, including:

• A patent landscape analysis that maps third-party patent
positions against the value chain of the buyer’s current business;

• A ranking of acquisition targets based on patent position and
trajectory of patent fi lings in areas of strategic interest;

• An inventor landscape analysis that reveals the identity and
movement of key inventors within the industry and at particular
acquisition targets;

• A ranking of patents owned by non-targets (e.g., universities)
that may be worthy of in-licensing or acquiring to enhance the 
core business and acquisition strategy;

• An IP litigation landscape analysis that identifi es any past 
or ongoing IP litigation involving any IP of strategic interest,
particularly that involving any identifi ed targets; and

• An IP transaction landscape analysis (e.g., licenses, cross-
licenses, sales) that may reveal values paid in the past for
relevant IP as well as target-specifi c concerns about loss of
exclusivity or encumbrances that may impair the value of a
target’s IP portfolio.

These analyses are extremely helpful in identifying and ranking
potential acquisition targets as well as providing important
background information to help prioritize later stage due
diligence activities, such as identifying key patents for more in
depth legal and technical analysis.

IP Valuation: The Bridge between IP Legal and Business 

Development Teams

IP due diligence efforts must go beyond legal checklists and be
value-driven. Every material legal or technical issue uncovered
by the IP due diligence team should be evaluated against overall 
business objectives and translated into fi nancial terms that can be
understood and used by the deal team in pricing and structuring the
transaction. Traditional valuation models, such as discounted cash 
fl ow (DCF) and comparable company earnings multiples, should be
augmented by discrete analyses to account for both IP risks and 
opportunities, such as:

• IP litigation exposure analysis using probability or decision 
trees and applicable IP damages theories to estimate the risk-
adjusted value or exposure (including potential injunction) of a 
target to existing IP litigation or threats of infringement of third-
party IP rights;

• Cash fl ow impact of key patent and/or license expirations;

• Valuation of potential non-core IP licensing or spin-off opportunities;
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• Option value residing in the target’s IP portfolio that is not 
refl ected in its current earnings streams, such as proprietary 
positions in areas of future potential interest to the buyer;

• Option value created by the synergy of combining the portfolios 
of the buyer and the target that may create new pricing or
business models to capture a greater portion of the value chain;
and

• Deal structuring analyses to account for IP-specifi c risks and 
opportunities, such as reserve setting, tax planning opportunites, 
IP carve-outs or licenses-back, etc.

In IP-rich deals, the buyer will yield a much greater “ROI” from its IP 
legal due diligence team if their tasks are strategically prioritized and 
their conclusions are converted into value terms that can be used by
the negotiators to better price and structure the deal.

Conclusion

In IP-rich M&A transactions, a strategic IP due diligence process
uses IP intelligence and IP valuation to help with target identifi cation
and ranking, deal pricing and structuring, setting reserves, prioritizing
later-stage “traditional” due diligence tasks, and compliance with
post-deal fi nancial reporting requirements. Further, these early
steps to fully understand the strategic fi t, risks, and value extraction 
opportunities of the target’s core and non-core IP assets can 
facilitate post-deal IP integration and increase the probability of 
realizing full value from the transaction.

Authors:
Dan McGavock, Global IP Practice Leader
dmcgavock@crai.com

Robert Goldman, Principal
rgoldman@crai.com
www.crai.com/ip
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CRA International

Litigation        Valuation        Transactions        Strategy        Intelligence

From the boardroom to the courtroom

No other consulting firm understands the economics of intellectual 

property better than CRA International. Whether you face a crucial 

business strategy decision, IP-rich transaction, or high-stakes  

IP litigation, CRA provides objective, fact-based analysis and  

expert advice.

Finding solutions to complex problems 

CRA International is a global leader in providing economic, financial 

and management consulting expertise in a variety of contexts.  

CRA’s Intellectual Property Practice provides valuation, litigation 

support/expert testimony, transaction advisory, and strategic  

consulting services related to all types of IP assets.

To learn more about CRA’s Intellectual Property Practice, contact:

Dan McGavock

Global IP Practice Leader

+1-312-357-1000

dmcgavock@crai.com

www.crai.com/ip
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K&L Gates—Global Law Firm
K&L Gates delivers legal services on an integrated and global basis, with

1,700 lawyers located in 28 cities on three continents. K&L Gates is positioned 

at strategic intersections in the global economy, with strong local presence in 

key capital cities and world commercial and financial centers.

Our Intellectual Property Practice

K&L Gates has a leading global intellectual property practice with over 150

lawyers, including more than 75 registered patent lawyers and agents with

technical or advanced science degrees, such as electrical, software, mechanical, 

chemical and aerospace engineering, chemistry, biology, pharmacology, 

metallurgy, pharmaceuticals, textile technology and physics.

K&L Gates lawyers advise and represent some of the world’s most prominent

information technology, biotechnology, chemical, electrical and mechanical

products, software and financial services companies on cutting-edge issues, 

influencing technology and intellectual property law as our clients shape their

industries. Our lawyers not only counsel clients regarding how best to protect their

intellectual property through the appropriate application or registration processes, 

but also advise clients on intellectual property matters in connection with licensing, 

technology transfer, opinions involving infringement and validity, and due diligence 

for business transactions and financings such as mergers and acquisitions, venture 

capital, private equity investment, and public offerings. 

For more information on our Intellectual Property 
practice, contact:

Boston
Michael H. Brodowski, Ph.D.
+1.617.261.3113
IP Corporate Practice Group Coordinator
michael.brodowski@klgates.com

Thomas A. Turano
+1.617.261.3148
IP Practice Area Leader
thomas.turano@klgates.com

Pittsburgh
George D. Dickos
+1.412.355.6785
IP Corporate Practice Group Coordinator
george.dickos@klgates.com 

Seattle
David T. McDonald
+1.206.370.7957 
IP Practice Area Leader
david.mcdonald@klgates.com

 “Our IP lawyers are business counselors  

  who create, develop and exploit  
 IP rights as valuable business assets.”
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K&L Gates LLP. To learn how our global law firm can help give life  

to ideas, visit www.klgates.com. 1700 lawyers on three continents. 

Committed to our clients.
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Notes

mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent Mergers &
Acquisitions (M&A) proprietary intelligence tool. Unlike any
other service of its kind, mergermarket provides a complete
overview of the M&A market by offering both a forward-looking
intelligence database and an historical deals database, achieving
real revenues for mergermarket clients.

Notes & Contacts

IP Sector M&A Spotlight – 20

For further information regarding mergermarket or its 
publishing division, Remark, please contact:

Kevin Hill

Publisher, Remark
Tel: +1 646.378.3181

Intellectual Property Rights
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The stage is yours. 
Which role will you play?

Energy M&A Forum .................................................................................................................................................................................. Houston, January

Deal Drivers Forum ................................................................................................................................................................................... Dublin, February

French M&A and Private Equity Forum ................................................................................................................................................ Paris, March/April

Russian M&A and Private Equity Forum ......................................................................................................................................................Moscow, April

Debtwire Distressed Debt Forum ....................................................................................................................................................... New York City, April 

Italian M&A and Private Equity Forum ............................................................................................................................................................. Milan, May

Nordic M&A and Private Equity Forum ....................................................................................................................................................Stockholm, May

Spanish M&A and Private Equity Forum ........................................................................................................................................................Madrid, May

European M&A and Private Equity Forum ....................................................................................................................................................London, June

Brazilian M&A and Private Equity Forum ..............................................................................................................................................São Paulo, August

Australian M&A and Private Equity Forum ............................................................................................................................................... Sydney, August

German M&A and Private Equity Forum .................................................................................................................................Cologne/Bonn, September

FT/mergermarket CEE M&A and Private Equity Forum .....................................................................................................................Vienna, September 

Canadian M&A and Private Equity Forum ..............................................................................................................................................Canada, October 

Benelux M&A and Private Equity Forum ......................................................................................................................................... Amsterdam, October 

FT/mergermarket M&A Awards – Asia ..............................................................................................................................................Hong Kong, October 

FT/mergermarket M&A Awards – Americas .................................................................................................................................New York City, October 

FT/mergermarket Private Equity Insight Forum .................................................................................................................................London, November

FT/mergermarket M&A Awards – Europe ............................................................................................................................................London, December

For more information please contact Sam Spedding on 
Sam.Spedding@mergermarket.com or call +44 207 059 6134

upcoming events  Tel: +44 (0)20 7059 6134  |  www.mergermarket.com  

The Mergermarket Group’s upcoming events 2009 offers opportunities for you 
and your company as a sponsor, speaker or delegate to position yourself at the 
forefront of M&A, private equity, distressed debt and restructuring activity.
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 895 Broadway #4
New York, NY 10003
USA

t: +1 212 686-5606
f: +1 212 686-2664
sales.us@mergermarket.com

80 Strand
London, WC2R 0RL
United Kingdom

t: +44 (0)20 7059 6100
f: +44 (0)20 7059 6101
sales@mergermarket.com

Suite 2001
Grand Millennium Plaza
181 Queen’s Road, Central
Hong Kong

t: +852 2158 9700
f: +852 2158 9701
sales.asia@mergermarket.com

www.mergermarket.com
Part of The Mergermarket Group

 Disclaimer
This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide fi nancial, investment, legal, tax or other professional advice or 
services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon or used as a basis for any investment 
or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision you should consult a suitably qualifi ed professional adviser. Whilst
reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither Mergermarket nor any of
its subsidiaries nor any affi liate thereof or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, 
including incidental or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.
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